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Appendix .. 

THE- NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE. 

iza.tiou;_- xnj.grations_ o.f ra.ces-e.g,, English, '.1.'urks, Arabs; European 
colouies ; a few typical examples ~f th.e connexion between h~story_ and 
geography--'-e.g., discovery of America, mdependence of the Swiss, migra
tions of the Danes; chief lines of trade 11,nd communication in the world, 
oceanic, river, and continental; influence of winds, &c., on trade-routes; 
effect of · the_ distribution of land and water upon trade and trade
centres; influence of rapid steamships and ocean cables in modifying 
this. 

- Influence of position upon importance of towns, whether situated at 
mouths of rivers, at head of na,vigation of large rivers, on large lakes or 
natural harbours, on lines of communication, on coalfields, &c. 

-· Geographical causes of the rise and importance of the British Empire. 
-Notable travellers __ and geographical discoveries. - -
·The object of- the course sketched out here is to show, as far as it is 

possible for the m:inds of the children to see it, the connexion between 
natural conditions on the earth's surface and the civilization of man~ 
i.e;, between physi(lal geography on the one hand, and political and com
mercial geography on the. other. In the course of the lessons many 
names -of place·s will be naturally introduced in order to illustrate the 
principle which it is sought to establish, but it is not intended that the 
lessons should be used as a11 exercise of the memory: It will be expected, 
however, that the illustrations employed will be so chosen as to give the 
children clear ideas of the extent of the British Empire and of the 
position of the most important places in it; and similarly in less detail 
of the chief foreign conntries. 

Too much detail should not be given ; for instance, the position of Man
chester and the cause of its importance should be known ; but such infor• 
mation should not be expected with regard to Bolton, Preston, and other 
" cotton towns." Again,. Constantinople should be known ; but a know
ledge of the position of Adrianople would not be expected, unless recent 
event.s had brought it into prominence. The teacher will not omit to call 
attention to the position and importance of places connected with the chief 
current events recorded from time to time in the newspapers. 

The parts of the subject indicated under this heading cannot for the 
most part be taught directly from observation of the actual facts ; but 
it is recommended that pictures should be used as largely as possible in 
conjunction with the globe ana maps. 

- Series of pictures for geographical teaching are published by the Educa
tion Department ; and other suitable pictures from illustrated papers are 
available in almost every school ; if these are mounted upon brown 
paper and kept, each school will in time come to possess a collection 
of pictures that, with a little supplementing from other sources, will 
form a very useful adjunct to the l0BSOns in physical and descriptive. 
geography. The pictures should be used in such a way as to call forth 
the reasoning powers of the children as much as posaible. They may be 
passed round the class in order, each pupil having a map, or atlas, aB.d a 
note-book; and the lesson at the end might sum up and enforce the ideas 
gained from the pictures. The pupils should be trained in the habit of 
making rough sketch-maps of small portions of the earth's surface to illus
trate special points, but it is not desirable that time should be spent in 
making elaborate copies of maps in the atlas. The use of pictures will 
generally also secure attention to places of interest in connexion with 
current events, a point that should never be overlooked in the teaching of 
geography. The same pictures would in many cases suggest suitable 
subjects for oral and written composition lessons in the upper classes. 

NATURE-STUDY. 

The lessons given should be marked by three main characteristics. In 
the first place, they should be really lessons on objects, or on natural 
phenomena-th.at ia, they should treat of things that each child in the class 
cail see with his own eyes or handle with his own hands; secondly, they 
should not be disconnected, but should form a course of lessons co-ordinated 
with.one another, and, as far as possible, with the other subjects of instruc
tion ; thirdly, every lesson should be followed by a conversation-talk, and 
the oral description by the children, or by one or more of them, of what 
they have seen and of what they have learnt from their observation. Often 
the nature~study ·may be appropriately followed by a handwork leEiSOn 
(drawing or modelling).based upon it. 
- The following list of topics, the material indicated 1D1der the head of 

Physical Geography, and the suggestions given elsewhere in these regulations, 
will serve as indications of_ the kind of teaching that should be included. 
in_ a course of nature-study:"'-"- . _ _ _ - · 

[It_ will be undetstood that it is Mt intended that Coinmon objeQtS oi 
manufacture .or. daily use ·should be excluded ·from the ·list or suitable 
topics.] . - . - - - - -
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